Selected Bibliography on Spirituality and Dementia

Journal Articles and Books


Websites

Alzheimer's Society Resource Centre – Has suggested resource lists covering Communication, Grief, Personal Narratives, Spirituality, and Care Approaches http://www.alzheimertoronto.org/lib_about.htm

Ontario Multifaith Council Library – Has some articles, books and videos on spirituality and dementia http://www.library.omc.ca/

Key Contacts:

Sherry Baker - Spiritual and End-of-Life Care – sbaker@prvhc.com

Rev. Peter Barnes – Spiritual Care – barnes555@rogers.com

Terry Kirkpatrick – Knowledge Broker – Spiritual Care - tekirkp@trytel.com

Frances Morton - Alzheimer Knowledge Exchange – knowledgebroker@alzheimeront.org

Elyse Shumway – Communicative Access and Aphasia – eshumway@aphasia.ca

This bibliography was created in collaboration with the SHRTN CoP’s: Spiritual Care, Communicative Access and Aphasia, End-of-Life, and the Alzheimer Knowledge Exchange

Disclaimer-Not medical advice. Information results you receive are for information purposes only. They are not, and should not be taken as medical advice. You should not rely on, take or fail to take any action, based upon this information. Inaccuracies may occasionally exist in a citation and are beyond our control. Reference services are not meant to represent a comprehensive treatment of the topic. The SHRTN Library Service and any of the SHRTN partners are not responsible or liable for, directly or indirectly, any damages resulting from the use/misuse of information provided.
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For further information on this topic please contact:
Nancy Roberts SHRTN Library for Eastern Ontario Phone: 613-562-4262, ext. 1595 or seniorslibrary@scohs.on.ca
Lindsay Ogilvie SHRTN Library Waterloo Wellington Phone: 519 824-6000 extension 4689 logilvie@sjhh.guelph.on.ca

1-866-393-4877 (Toll Free Ontario)